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Surveillance and modelingSurveillance and modeling

ItIt’’s common knowledge that modeling takes s common knowledge that modeling takes 
advantage of data generated by surveillance advantage of data generated by surveillance 
activitiesactivities

Less frequently considered is the reverse: how Less frequently considered is the reverse: how 
information generated by modeling can influence information generated by modeling can influence 
surveillance? How modeling results can suggest a surveillance? How modeling results can suggest a 
modification in the design of surveillance activities?modification in the design of surveillance activities?

Can a model be incorporated in a surveillance Can a model be incorporated in a surveillance 
system and give real time suggestions on a better system and give real time suggestions on a better 
targeting of surveillance activities?targeting of surveillance activities?



Modeling and design of Modeling and design of 
surveillance activitiessurveillance activities

Epidemiological surveillance is a costly activityEpidemiological surveillance is a costly activity

Whoever pays for surveillance activities, be it the Whoever pays for surveillance activities, be it the 
government or the industry or variable government or the industry or variable 
combinations thereof, it will strongly press to combinations thereof, it will strongly press to 
reduce costs and to optimize the costreduce costs and to optimize the cost--effectiveness effectiveness 
of activitiesof activities

The optimization of costThe optimization of cost--effectiveness is never a effectiveness is never a 
trivial endeavortrivial endeavor



Modeling and design of Modeling and design of 
surveillance activitiessurveillance activities

In many cases, the design of a surveillance system is In many cases, the design of a surveillance system is 
strictly dependant on the objectives and there is strictly dependant on the objectives and there is 
very limited scope for optimizationvery limited scope for optimization

This is the case of very severe This is the case of very severe zoonoses zoonoses or animal or animal 
diseases with a heavy economic impact for the diseases with a heavy economic impact for the 
industryindustry

Sometimes the reasons why a disease is considered Sometimes the reasons why a disease is considered 
a priority disease leave very limited scope for a priority disease leave very limited scope for 
optimization and for the use of modeling (e.g. BSE)optimization and for the use of modeling (e.g. BSE)



Modeling and design of Modeling and design of 
surveillance activitiessurveillance activities

In other cases, the planning of a surveillance system In other cases, the planning of a surveillance system 
can take advantage of the results of simulation can take advantage of the results of simulation 
models, in relation to the facts that:models, in relation to the facts that:

the behavior of epidemiological systems is never the behavior of epidemiological systems is never 
linear or uniform (there are lags in the spread of linear or uniform (there are lags in the spread of 
infections, saturations in the number of cases, infections, saturations in the number of cases, 
clustering, ...) and the doubling of resources allocated clustering, ...) and the doubling of resources allocated 
to a specific factor almost never produces a doubling to a specific factor almost never produces a doubling 
of the effectiveness of the systemof the effectiveness of the system
The value of different possible subThe value of different possible sub--populations in populations in 
allowing the detection of infection is never uniformallowing the detection of infection is never uniform
The cost of undetected infection in different subThe cost of undetected infection in different sub--
populations may vary dramaticallypopulations may vary dramatically



Modeling and design of Modeling and design of 
surveillance activitiessurveillance activities
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Modeling and design of Modeling and design of 
surveillance activitiessurveillance activities

Validation and Verification



Modeling and design of Modeling and design of 
surveillance activitiessurveillance activities

Understanding and incorporating model results 
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Modeling and design of Modeling and design of 
surveillance activitiessurveillance activities

Detailed examples will be presented tomorrow and Detailed examples will be presented tomorrow and 
next Thursday on the use of modeling in the design next Thursday on the use of modeling in the design 
and revision of surveillance systemsand revision of surveillance systems

In particular, the evaluation of the costIn particular, the evaluation of the cost--effectiveness effectiveness 
of possibly alternative detection system is a quite of possibly alternative detection system is a quite 
straightforward activity; factors that can be straightforward activity; factors that can be 
compared are:compared are:

sample sizes at various levels (herd level, within herd sample sizes at various levels (herd level, within herd 
level)level)
different tests and combinations of testsdifferent tests and combinations of tests



Modeling and design of Modeling and design of 
surveillance activitiessurveillance activities

Other factors that can be taken into account by Other factors that can be taken into account by 
using models are, for example:using models are, for example:

the fact that infections are to be ideally detected in the fact that infections are to be ideally detected in 
their initial phase, when the number of cases in a herd their initial phase, when the number of cases in a herd 
is very low; therefore in larger herds the infection is very low; therefore in larger herds the infection 
should be ideally detected at lower prevalence levels should be ideally detected at lower prevalence levels 
than in smaller herds, which entails a lower than in smaller herds, which entails a lower 
effectiveness of detection systemseffectiveness of detection systems



Results: Theoretical probability (solid line) of missing the floResults: Theoretical probability (solid line) of missing the flock infection ck infection 
in case of 1.79% withinin case of 1.79% within--flock prevalence and results of simulation with flock prevalence and results of simulation with 

95% CI subdivided by flock95% CI subdivided by flock--size classsize class



Better targeting of Better targeting of 
surveillancesurveillance

When very detailed information on animal When very detailed information on animal 
movement exists, methods like the Social Network movement exists, methods like the Social Network 
analysis may give a precise classification of the analysis may give a precise classification of the 
levels of risk of spread posed by the various herds levels of risk of spread posed by the various herds 
and holdings belonging to the networkand holdings belonging to the network

For example, by analyzing the network of cattle For example, by analyzing the network of cattle 
movements in Italy, the following results were movements in Italy, the following results were 
obtainedobtained



Spread of infection to Spread of infection to 
neighboring nodesneighboring nodes



Spread of infection Spread of infection 
throughout the networkthroughout the network



Embedding a model in a surveillance Embedding a model in a surveillance 
system to get realsystem to get real--time evaluations time evaluations 

Models can be embedded into a surveillance system Models can be embedded into a surveillance system 
to assist veterinary services in the optimization of to assist veterinary services in the optimization of 
tracing (back and forth) the spread of infection in tracing (back and forth) the spread of infection in 
case of an epidemic.case of an epidemic.

The following example will be discuss during the The following example will be discuss during the 
next days of the workshop.next days of the workshop.



Embedding a model in a surveillance Embedding a model in a surveillance 
system to get realsystem to get real--time evaluations:time evaluations:

tracetrace--forwardforward



Embedding a model in a surveillance Embedding a model in a surveillance 
system to get realsystem to get real--time evaluations:time evaluations:

tracetrace--backback



Thank youThank you


